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Market Cap: $260mm  |  Enterprise Value: $485mm 

- Undiscovered, high quality consumer staples business with accelerating growth 
- 50%+ returns on tangible capital 
- Compelling valuation: 10x FCF and 8x EV/EBIT 
- Aligned management/board: ~70% inside ownership 
- I believe fair value today is $20+, with upside to $27-40+ over the next three years 
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Turning Point Brands (TPB - $13) 

Price: $13 
Shares: 20mm 
Market Cap: $260mm 
Net Debt: $225mm 
EV: $485mm 
 
 
Turning Point Brands is an off-the-radar, high quality, branded consumer goods company trading at a 
cheap price.  It generates 50% pre-tax returns on tangible capital and trades at less than 10x FCF.  The 
company has numerous growth avenues despite stable end markets, with opportunities to deploy capital 
at high expected returns.  Insiders are aligned via ~70% ownership.  I believe fair value today is $20+, with 
upside of $27 - $40+ over the next three years.   

TPB is a leading player in the Other Tobacco Products (“OTP”) market (defined as tobacco products other 
than cigarettes).  TPB markets smokeless products (chewing tobacco, moist snuff), smoking products such 
as papers and wraps, and what the company calls “NewGen” products (E-cigarettes, vaporizers, liquids, 
etc).  TPB’s brands include Stokers (the #2 domestic chewing tobacco brand), Beech Nut (#6 in chewing 
tobacco), and Zig Zag (#1 in rolling papers); several brands date to the late 1800s.  TPB is the #2 player in 
chewing tobacco in the US, with ~28% share. 

The tobacco market is principally an oligopoly comprised of rational players.  While TPB is not dominant 
in all of its markets, its small size allows it to be nimble and seek growth in an otherwise stable market, all 
while enjoying a pricing umbrella provided by the industry structure. 

TPB utilizes an efficient, capital light business model focused on marketing and distribution.  Production 
is largely outsourced.  The company spends a scant $1-2mm/yr in annual capex. 

Stable End Markets Belie Large Growth Runway 

The domestic cigarette market is in slight structural decline, but the $10bn OTP market is experiencing 
moderate growth (+5% in 2016).  While TPB has seen segments of its business ebb and flow over the past 
few years (cigar wrappers have been a drag, for example), overall results have been incredibly consistent.  
It would be difficult to overstate the stability of the business: Adjusted EBITDA was $50mm +/- $2mm 
every year for the past five years.   

Befitting a highly stable business, TPB was run with six turns of leverage prior to its IPO last year, which 
disallowed acquisitive growth.  However, following the de-levering IPO, the company now has greater 
growth potential, both organic (penetration, pricing) and via acquisitions. 

Organic Growth 

While the industry has pricing power that should provide a tailwind over time, penetration is a key 
component of the growth story.  Stoker’s moist snuff has 2.5% market share overall, but 6.8% share in 
stores in which it is being sold.  The company notes that in-store share is highly correlated to the number 
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of sales calls a store receives per year.  TPB has added salespeople over the last year to drive this 
penetration; they have incurred the upfront costs without yet seeing the benefits. 

Stoker’s moist snuff is among the fastest growing brands in its segment.  It is worth noting that Stoker’s 
moist snuff has 2.5% share, which compares to Stoker’s chew share of 16% – there is potentially a lot of 
runway to grow the Stoker’s moist snuff brand organically. 

Acquisition Runway 

This key part of the story remains misunderstood.  TPB has a large runway of potential acquisitions that 
will likely be conducted at very attractive valuations.  The OTP industry remains highly fragmented at the 
low end, yet an increasing regulatory burden is likely pressuring many of these smaller competitors to 
consider strategic alternatives.  The small absolute size of these potential acquisitions likely leaves them 
off the radar screens of the majors.  TPB is thus in the enviable position of seeking acquisitions in a market 
with little bidding competition on the one hand and “forced” sellers on the other.   

Since the IPO last May, the company has completed two deals.  One is tiny: $2.5mm for four regional 
smokeless tobacco brands.  The purchase prices was less than 1x sales and ~4x EBITDA (before any 
synergies).  The purchased brands have US chew market share of ~2%, despite a footprint in just 25% of 
the market.  TPB will aim to increase their penetration via TPB’s broader distribution network, much as in 
the Stoker’s example above.   

The second deal is more meaningful.  They purchased a “NewGen” distribution business called VaporBeast 
for $27mm.  In 2015, VaporBeast generated $6mm of operating income on $39mm of sales, and in 2016 
is on pace to generate $7mm of operating income on over $50mm of sales.  The business is growing rapidly 
(revenue has grown 20%+ for years).  TPB paid ~4x EBIT for this growing, asset-light, high-return business.  
This deal appears to be very value-enhancing before considering any synergies or the possibility of 
continued growth at VaporBeast (each of which are likely). 

Importantly, TPB believes that these two deals are just the tip of the iceberg on the M&A front.  As they 
highlight in their investor presentation, there is a large universe of potential targets, several of which are 
at least as large as VaporBeast. 

Strong Management with Aligned Interests 

Interests are solidly aligned among the board, management, and shareholders.  The IPO was 100% primary 
(use of proceeds: deleveraging), with all of the sponsors rolling their equity into the public company.  The 
controlling shareholder, Standard General (a NYC-based hedge fund), dramatically increased its holdings 
at the IPO, buying ~3.5mm shares outright, and rolling debt holdings into another ~4mm shares.  Standard 
General and related entities own just under 11mm shares – 59% of the company – many of them acquired 
at the IPO price of $10 per share. 

Directors and executive officers as a group own ~14% of the company.  The founder and chairman, Thomas 
Helms, owns ~9%.  The CEO, Larry Wexler, owns ~3%, and even the general counsel owns ~1%. 

Wexler is an industry veteran.  He has been with TPB and its predecessor companies for 13 years.  Prior 
to that, he held increasingly senior roles at Philip Morris USA, where he spent 21 years.  This is a strong, 
tenured team with a disciplined capital allocation framework (supported by Helms, who build the 
company starting in 1989, and Standard General). 
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Valuation 

I believe 10x fully-taxed FCF to the equity is cheap for a company of this quality and durability.  The pre-
tax earnings yield of the enterprise (EBIT/EV) of 12% is coupled with a pretax return on tangible capital 
(EBIT/Tangible Invested Capital) of 50%. 

Large tobacco peers such as Philip Morris, Altria, and (until recently) Reynolds trade at 13-14x EBITDA and 
19-22x P/E.  Recent transactions in the industry have occurred at an average of 13x EBITDA (with the 
recent BAT/Reynolds deal occurring at >16x EBITDA). 

If TPB were to trade at 19x PE or 13x EBITDA (the low end of the ranges above) it would be a $24 – 27 
stock.   

While one could argue that TPB deserves a size or liquidity discount, one could also make the case that it 
should trade at a premium reflective of its enhanced growth potential. 

If the company does nothing but de-lever, I think 2020 FCF power is $1.75; under more aggressive M&A 
scenarios, I model FCF upside to as much as $2.50/sh.  It seems easy to see significant upside in the stock 
from the recent $13 level over the next several years if any of these scenarios play out. 

Additional Resources 

TPB final IPO prospectus, form 424B4, filed on 2016-05-12 – Good background of company and industry.  
Five years of selected financials. 

TPB 8-K/A Exhibit 99_3 dated 2017-01-20 – VaporBeast historical financials and Pro Formas. 

SDOI form S-4, filed on 2017-01-30 – Standard General plans to drop ~50% of TPB shares into this NOL 
shell vehicle that they control.  A fair value opinion is included, which values TPB at a range of $14.66 – 
$53.53.   

Press Release dated 2/20/2017 regarding debt refinance. 

Risks 

Regulatory 

Supplier concentration 

Industry becomes less rational 

Potential Catalysts 

Debt Refinance (Completed mid-February) 

Continued M&A at attractive valuations 

De-levering 

Tax reform – company is a full domestic corporate tax payer 

Market starts paying attention 

Eventual take-out by one of the majors 
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Disclaimer 

This document is not an offer to sell or a solicitation to buy any interests in any fund managed by Maran Capital 
Management, LLC.  Any such offering will be made only in accordance with the Fund’s Confidential Offering 
Memorandum (the “Offering Memorandum”). The Fund may not be eligible for sale in some states or countries, nor 
suitable for all types of investors.   

Certain information contained in this document constitutes “forward-looking statements,” which can be identified 
by the use of forward-looking terminology such as “may,” “will,” “should,” “expect,” “anticipate,” “target,” “intend,” 
“continue” or “believe,” or the negatives thereof or other variations thereon or comparable terminology.  Due to 
various risks and uncertainties, actual events or results or the actual performance of the Partnership described 
herein may differ materially from those reflected or contemplated in such forward-looking statements. 

This document and information contained herein reflects various assumptions, opinions, and projections of Maran 
Capital Management, LLC (“Maran Capital Management” or “Maran”) which is subject to change at any time.  Maran 
does not represent that any opinion or projection will be realized. 

The analyses, conclusions, and opinions presented in this document are the views of Maran Capital Management 
and not those of any third party. The analyses and conclusions of Maran contained in this document are based on 
publicly available information. Maran recognizes there may be public or non-public information available that could 
lead others, including the companies discussed herein, to disagree with Maran’s analyses, conclusions, and opinions. 

Funds managed by Maran Capital Management may have an investment in the companies discussed in this 
document.  It is possible that Maran may change its opinion regarding the companies at any time for any or no 
reason. Maran may buy, sell, sell short, cover, change the form of its investment, or completely exit from its 
investment in the companies at any time for any or no reason.  Maran hereby disclaims any duty to provide updates 
or changes to the analyses contained herein including, without limitation, the manner or type of any Maran 
investment. 

Prices for securities discussed are closing prices as of February 10, 2017 unless otherwise noted, and are not 
representative of the prices paid by the fund for those securities.  Positions reflected in this letter do not represent 
all of the positions held, purchased, and/or sold, and may represent a small percentage of holdings and/or activity. 

None of the information contained herein has been filed with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, any 
securities administrator under any state securities laws, or any other U.S. or non-U.S. governmental or self-
regulatory authority.  No governmental authority has passed on the merits of this offering or the adequacy of the 
information contained herein.  Any representation to the contrary is unlawful. 

This information is strictly confidential and may not be reproduced or redistributed in whole or in part. 

 


